
Set-up: Variational Inference in Deep Latent Variable Models 
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          Latent Variable Model 
          Model Parameters 
          Approximate Posterior 
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          Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO)  

Variational EM [1] alternates between directly maximizing     w.r.t. the 
approx. posterior parameters    and model parameters   .    is updated as: 

Standard Inference Models, as used in VAEs [2, 3], are separate models, 
with amortized parameters    , that output estimates of    . The parameters    
and    are updated jointly.    is given as: 

Iterative Inference Models are inference models that update the approx. 
posterior parameters using stochastic estimates of the approx. posterior 
gradient. Again,    and    are updated jointly.    is updated as: 
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references

We introduce iterative inference models for deep latent variable models, 
which learn to infer the approximate posterior of a generative model by 
iteratively encoding approximate posterior gradients. Our contributions are: 

• Generalization of inference models to iterative inference. 

• Demonstration that neural networks can approximate inference updates. 

• Theoretical justification for “top-down” inference in latent variable models.

abstract
We trained 2D latent variable models on MNIST to visualize inference 
optimization directly. Iterative inference models adaptively adjust update 
step sizes to the approximate posterior parameters. As shown below, the 
model arrives at a near-optimal estimate in a small number of steps. 

background

We have shown that iterative inference models 1) generalize and outperform 
standard inference models, 2) outperform variational EM inference 
optimization, and 3) qualitatively learn to perform optimization. 

Work remains to be done in extending these models to larger architectures 
and data sets. Iterative inference models also naturally extend to dynamic 
latent variable models, where approximate posterior estimates are updated 
relative to previous estimates.

discussion

results

Variational EM Standard 
Inference Model

Iterative 
Inference Model

For latent Gaussian models, where                       , the approximate posterior 
gradients take the following form: 

These consist of bottom-up errors                                   and top-down 
errors                                . We can encode these terms instead of 
gradients, approximating the other terms in the gradients with the model: 

Under certain assumptions, models of this form generalize standard 
inference models. Additionally, the form of these gradients provides 
theoretical justification for “top-down” inference procedures in 
hierarchical latent variable models [4]. See our paper for further details.
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Inference optimization can be visualized through reconstructions. In the 
following figure, we visualize reconstructions improving over inference 
iterations on MNIST and CIFAR-10. See our paper for additional examples. 

Iterative inference models improve significantly with additional 
approximate posterior samples and inference iterations. These provide 
more precise updates and additional update steps. 

Iterative inference models quantitatively outperform standard inference 
models with identical architectures on MNIST (nats) and CIFAR-10 (bits/
dim) (left). Iterative inference models converge to similar approximate 
posterior estimates significantly faster than Variational EM (right). 
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